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A signal processing method for the friction-based endpoint detection system
of a CMP process�
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Abstract: A signal processing method for the friction-based endpoint detection system of a chemical mechanical
polishing (CMP) process is presented. The signal process method uses the wavelet threshold denoising method to
reduce the noise contained in the measured original signal, extracts the Kalman filter innovation from the denoised
signal as the feature signal, and judges the CMP endpoint based on the feature of the Kalman filter innovation sequence
during the CMP process. Applying the signal processing method, the endpoint detection experiments of the Cu CMP
process were carried out. The results show that the signal processing method can judge the endpoint of the Cu CMP
process.
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1. Introduction

With the development of integrated circuits (ICs) toward
high speed and high integration, the interconnection line den-
sity is increasing and the line width is continuously narrowing.
To resolve the reliability problems caused by the RC delay and
electromigration of the metal interconnection lines, Cu has al-
ready replaced Al as the interconnection metal beyond the 0.18
�m technology node. The Damascene process is extensively
used to form the multilayer Cu interconnection structures. The
Damascene process mainly involves depositing dielectric ma-
terial; forming a pattern by lithography and etching; depositing
a barrier layer, a seed crystal layer and Cu; removing the exces-
sive materials using a planarization process, etc. After multiple
repetitions of the above processes, amultilayer Cu interconnec-
tion structure is formedŒ1�. As shown in Fig. 1, after depositing
Cu, the surface is not flat; to meet the requirements of the litho-
graphic process, it is necessary to remove the excessive mate-
rials using a planarization process. Chemical mechanical pol-
ishing (CMP) has been extensively used in the ULSI manufac-
turing process as the most effective global planarization tech-
nology; however, during the Cu CMP process, over-polishing
(removing too much) and under-polishing (removing too little)
often occur. Over-polishing results in excessive copper dish-
ing and dielectric erosion, causing the degradation of device
performance or yield; under-polishing needs to be reworked,
leading to an increase in IC fabrication cost. Therefore, fast,
accurate and reliable CMP endpoint detection (namely to de-
termine when to stop CMP) is a key piece of technology to
assure the quality of CMP processing and improve the yield
and efficiencyŒ2�.

Many CMP endpoint detection methods have been pro-
posed, such as optical, frictional, acoustic, and electrical meth-
ods. The representative methods for CMP endpoint detec-

tion are the optical and frictional methods. However, for the
Cu CMP process, the effects of the scattering and diffraction
caused by the existence of copper interconnection lines make
it difficult to judge the CMP endpointŒ2;3�. The frictional meth-
ods judge the CMP endpoint by detecting the change in the fric-
tion coefficient, torque or motor current during the CMP pro-
cess. Compared with the optical methods, the frictional meth-
ods are relatively more economical to implementŒ4�. However,
for the frictional endpoint detection methods, because the ac-
quired signal contains much noise and the change of signal
is weak, to judge the CMP endpoint accurately, an effective
signal processing method is necessary. The signal processing
method based on the feature in some frequency range has been
studiedŒ5;6�. However, there are few studies on the signal pro-
cessing method based on the time domain feature.

In this paper, a signal processing method for a friction-
based CMP endpoint detection system was presented; apply-
ing the signal processing method, the endpoint detection ex-
periments of the Cu CMP process were carried out.

2. Signal processing method

2.1. Wavelet denoising

To judge accurately the endpoint during the Cu CMP pro-
cess, an effective denoising method is necessary because the
original signal contains much noise. The wavelet denoising
method is a nonlinear denoising method based on the wavelet
decomposition. Compared with the traditional low pass filters,
the wavelet denoising method can not only realize the function
of low pass filter but also maintain the feature of the signal.
Among the differentmethods of wavelet denoising, thewavelet
threshold denoising method is applied widely and can meet
the needs of real timeŒ7�. Therefore, in this paper, the wavelet
threshold denoising method is used to reduce the noise con-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Cu CMP process.

Fig. 2. Processing method of the wavelet coefficients.

tained in the original measured signal.
The key to the wavelet threshold denoising method is the

determination of the threshold and the selection of the thresh-
old function. Because during the Cu CMP process the change
in the friction coefficient is slow, the high frequency part of
the measured signal is mainly noise. Based on the feature of
the friction coefficient signal, the last level of the detail coeffi-
cients is processed by the general threshold processing method
and the other levels of the detail coefficients are set to be
zero; the soft threshold function is selected. Figure 2 shows
the wavelet coefficient processing method.

For the offline wavelet denoising, all of the measured data
are processed as a set. For the CMP endpoint detection process,
to meet the needs of real time, a moving block strategy is pre-
sented. As shown in Fig. 3, the measured data are grouped into
the overlapping blocks of chosen length. The wavelet denois-
ing begins as soon as the first block of data is collected. The
processes of grouping the measured data into the blocks and
wavelet denoising are repeated until the CMP process ends.
This method results in a short time delay; however, it can re-
duce the edge effect and this time delay can be made trivial by
the high computational speed and the high rate of data sam-
pling.

2.2. Feature extraction

The feature extraction of the signal is a key step in the pro-
cess of CMP endpoint detection. The feature must contain the
necessary discriminative information for the Cu CMP process.
In this paper, the Kalman filter innovation sequence is consid-
ered as the feature signal to judge the endpoint during the Cu
CMP process.

The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that

provide an efficient computational means to estimate the state
of a process in a way that minimizes the mean of the squared
error. During the Cu CMP process, the signal will accord-
ingly change when the polished materials change (transiting
from whole Cu to Cu and Ta), and the signal will maintain
correspondingly steady when the polished materials are stable
(whole Cu or reaching CMP endpoint). Based on the feature
of the signal during the Cu CMP process, the signal model and
the measurement model are built as follows,

xk D xk�1 C wk�1; (1)

yk D xk C vk ; (2)

where x is a sequence of the state signal and y is a sequence
of the measured value; the random variable w and v are re-
spectively the process noise and measurement noise. They are
assumed to be independent, zero-mean Gauss white noise.

The Kalman filter equations are as follows,

Oxk D Oxk�1 C bk Œyk � Oxk�1�; (3)

bk D p�
k Œp�

k C �2
v ��1; (4)

p�
k D pk�1 C �2

w ; (5)

pk D Œ1 � bk �p�
k ; (6)

where Equations (3) and (4) are respectively the filter equation
and the gain equation; Oxk and Oxk�1 are the state estimate of
the sample k and k-1; P �

k
and Pk are, respectively, the pri-

ori estimate error covariance and the posteriori estimate error
covariance; and bk is the Kalman gain.

The Kalman filter innovation ek is as follows,

ek D yk � Oxk�1: (7)

The innovation sequence has the same feature as the original
signal, and the innovation sequence will be a zero-mean Gauss
white noise sequence when the signal model can well describe
the feature of the measured signalŒ8�. Based on the feature of
the Kalman filter innovation, when the innovation sequence is
a zero-mean Gauss white noise sequence, it is indicated that
the signal model can well describe the feature of the measured
signal, namely the polished materials are stable; in contrast,
when the innovation sequence is not a zero-mean Gauss white
noise sequence, it is indicated that the signal model can not ex-
actly describe the feature of the measured signal, namely the
polished materials are changing. Therefore, based on the fea-
ture of the Kalman filter innovation, the endpoint during the
Cu CMP process can be judged.
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Fig. 3. Moving block strategy.

3. Judgment of the CMP endpoint

To determine accurately the CMP endpoint and realize the
automation of the Cu CMP process, a CMP endpoint judgment
criterion based on the standard deviation of the Kalman filter
innovation sequence is presented.

To make the sequence of Kalman filter innovation smooth
enough, the innovation sequence is processed using a sliding
average value filtering method, and the filtered sequence is
Ei . Based on Chebyshev’s inequality, when the innovation se-
quence is a zero-mean Gauss white noise sequence, for any
positive real number ", the following inequality always exists,

P.jEi j > "/ 6
�2

"2
; (8)

where �2 is the variance of the sequence Ei .
Assuming that the threshold coefficient n is positive real

number and " D n� , the inequality (8) can be transformed as

P.jEi j > n�/ 6
1

n2
: (9)

Based on the feature of innovation mentioned in Section 2.2,
when the polished materials maintain stable (whole Cu or
reaching the CMP endpoint), the innovation will be in the fol-
lowing threshold range C ,

C D Œ�n�; n��: (10)

During the practical CMP endpoint detection process, the stan-
dard deviation � is replaced by the sample standard deviation
evaluation S ; the threshold coefficient is set to be 3, because
the innovation sequence is usually a normal distribution. Then
the threshold range can be written as

C D Œ�3S; 3S�: (11)

The standard deviation of the innovation sequence S can be
calculated as

S D

vuut 1

N � 1

NX
iD1

.Ei � E/2; (12)

where E is the average value of the filtered innovation se-
quence and N is the number of samples.

The average value E can be calculated as

E D
1

N

NX
iD1

Ei : (13)

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of time error.

To reduce the calculation time, E and S can be calculated
using the iterative method. The formulas are as follows,

EN D EN �1 C
1

N
ŒEN � EN �1�; (14)

SN D

r
N � 2

N � 1
S2

N �1 C
1

N
ŒEN � EN �1�2; (15)

where EN is the sample N of the filtered innovation sequence;
EN and EN �1 are, respectively, the average value of the cur-
rent N samples and the previous N � 1 samples, not including
the sampleN ; and SN and SN �1 are, respectively, the standard
deviation of the currentN samples and the previousN �1 sam-
ples, not including the sample N .

For the Cu CMP process, the innovation is negative when
the polished material transits from whole Cu to Cu and Ta, so
the interval threshold can be changed to the following single
threshold T ,

T D �3S: (16)

Equation (16) can be used to judge whether the CMP end-
point has been reached or not. However, it is not accurate
enough if Equation (16) is directly used to judge the CMP end-
point; the error that might occur is as shown in Fig. 4. The time
�T can be approximately calculated as

�T D t2 � t1 D

ˇ̌̌̌
T

d

ˇ̌̌̌
; (17)

where d is the average value of the deviation of filtered inno-
vation sequence Ei , and it can be calculated as

d D
1

N

NX
iD1

Ei � Ei�1

�t
; (18)
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Fig. 5. Process of judging the CMP endpoint.

where �t is the sampling period; N is the number of the sam-
ples.

The process of signal processing is shown in Fig. 5. First,
the noise contained in the original signal is reduced by the
wavelet threshold denoising method; then the feature signal,
Kalman filter innovation sequence, is extracted from the de-
noised signal; finally, the CMP endpoint is judged based on
the feature of the Kalman filter innovation.

4. Results and discussion

Applying the signal processing method, the endpoint de-
tection experiments during the Cu CMP process were car-
ried out. The signals of friction coefficient and friction torque
were measured using a developed endpoint detection system,
which could measure the friction coefficient, friction torque
and downforce during the CMP processŒ9�. The experimental
conditions were as follows. The polishing downforce was 2
Psi; a Cabot iCue 5001 polishing slurry and a polyurethane
polishing pad were used; the polished workpiece was a 150
mm diameter Ta wafer on whose surface a Cu layer was elec-
troplated; the rotational speed of the polishing head and the
polishing platen were, respectively, 85 r/min and 100 r/min;
during the process of wavelet denoising, the db5 wavelet was
used; the level number of wavelet decomposition was chosen
to be 5; the length of data windowwas 128; the number of mov-
ing samples every time period m was 64; and to avoid the edge
effect, the number of delay output samples n was chosen to be
32.

Figure 6 shows the original signal, the filtered signal, the
Kalman filter innovation and the judgment of the CMP end-
point during the Cu CMP process under the above conditions.
From Figs. 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) it can be seen that the region of
the CMP endpoint can be generally indicated by the original
signal, the filtered signal or the Kalman filter innovation, but
the indications are not explicit enough. The accurate CMP end-
point needs to be determined based on the judgment criteria,
as shown in Fig. 6(d). The polished wafer surface was exam-
ined using a microscope at different polishing times, and the
examination results showed that the method could accurately
determine the CMP endpoint. The start time of transiting from
Cu to Ta can also be approximately indicated in Fig. 6(d), and
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Fig. 6. Results of signal processing during the Cu CMP process. (a)
Original signal. (b) Filtered signal. (c) Kalman filter Innovation. (d)
Judgment of the CMP endpoint.

the time when the curves of innovation and threshold intersect
for the first time is approximately the start time of transiting
from Cu to Ta. The transition time was a little long because
the workpiece was not the standardized Cu CMP test wafer,
and the uniformity of the Cu film was not very good. Similar
results can also be obtained for the measured friction torque
and the measured data under different processing parameters.
Compared with the judging methods based on the frequency
domain feature, the signal processing method does not need a
very high sampling frequency, and it is easier to realize the real
time data processing.
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5. Conclusion

A signal processing method for the friction-based endpoint
detection system of a CMP process was presented. The signal
process method used the wavelet threshold denoising method
to reduce the noise contained in the measured signal, extracted
the Kalman filter innovation from the denoised signal as the
feature signal, and judged the CMP endpoint based on the fea-
ture of the Kalman filter innovation sequence. Applying the
signal processing method, the endpoint detection experiments
during the Cu CMP process were carried out. The results show
that the signal processing method can judge the endpoint dur-
ing the Cu CMP process.
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